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India was just what I’d anticipated, because I expected to 
be shocked. I thought that was a wise way to approach a 
nation imbued with struggle and overripe with population. 
It’s so different from my hometown of New York City, 
where more than 8 million people live, but where you can 
still find quiet moments.

In Indian cities there was no quiet—no quiet café, no 
lawn, no park bench where I could sit alone and contem-
plate. Only a crumbling wall beside a field, where I sat and 

let the sweat roll down my back. Then, before 
I even finished a sip of water, a dozen pre-
pubescent boys flocked to me, clamoring to 
have their pictures taken, until finally I had 
to bolt (but not before one of them tried to 
make off with my backpack).

I quickly learned that a country of 1.1 
billion people leaves no emotion unturned. 
It was overwhelming, even haunting. And I 
loved my time there. 

Traveling through India was a lot like get-
ting a tattoo—painful in the moment, but as 

soon as it was over I was ready to go again.
My trip stemmed from an article I read about the 

Buddha, and the fact that in a small town in northeastern 
India lives the Bodhi tree, the great-grandchild of the actual 
tree Siddhartha meditated under when he reached enlight-
enment in 528 B.C. I decided I had to see that tree.

I devised a plan for my first trip to India with an adven-
turous travel schedule—seven cities in 14 days—and the 
intention to not always have a plan. But wow, am I glad 
I booked a hotel for that first night, because flying for 14 
hours, from New York to Delhi and then to Kolkata, is 
no joke.

Beautiful Noise
I landed in Kolkata (formerly Calcutta) late in the evening. 
That first honk or two as I left the airport seemed reason-
able. The next hundred seemed unnecessary. It didn’t take 
long to realize that India has a rich and varied culture of 
traffic racket: Car horns, bike and rickshaw bells, motor-
cycle engines, rattling trucks and bickering drivers create 
an acoustic phenomenon.

With 15 million residents, Kolkata was a two-day crash 
course in India. I was totally overwhelmed, especially as 
a solo traveler. So I was especially happy that my out-of-
the-way hotel, fittingly named Bodhi Tree Guesthouse, 
was a rare serene escape from the wildness just outside 
its doors. Plus, it forced me to experience the Kolkata 
Metro Railway. (In comparison, the New York subway is 
luxury incarnate.)

From Kolkata’s Howrah Terminal I hopped on my first 
Indian train, headed first to Gaya then seven miles south 
to Bodh Gaya village, Mecca for Buddhists. I was lucky 
that evening. The train was close to punctual, and in my 
A/C car I met Yuko. She was also headed to Bodh Gaya, 
where she was meeting a friend who is a Buddhist monk, 
and staying at the guesthouse in a Japanese monastery. I 
joined her.

GoiNG Buddhist
The Bodhi tree lives in the Mahabodhi Temple in Bodh 
Gaya village, which resonates with serenity and collective 
energy. 

The plaza—lined with shops, beggars and let’s-make-
a-dealers—is easily forgotten by the time you cross the 
threshold into the temple. It is a holy transformation from 
chaos into calm, heaviness into lightness. I felt euphoric 
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arriving there, welcomed by its magnificence.
Monks from around the world filled the grounds near 

the temple, washing its stupas, spinning its prayer wheels, 
performing prostrations for hours at a time. While I was 
there, I saw a group of new Sri Lankan monks getting their 
hair shaved off. I smiled as other monks chased after the 
windblown leaves of the Bodhi tree.

The hum of constant chanting and the smell of shady 
fig trees invoked calm from sunrise until well past the time 
when mosquitoes took over the evening.

I toured around tiny Bodh Gaya, visited some of the two 

dozen countries’ temples there and saw some surrounding 
villages, many of them legendary to Buddhism. It was a bit 
of a whirlwind, but at its center was the Bodhi tree. I gazed 
at it, taking real and mental photographs, meditated and 
walked many circles around it.

the GeNder JuNGle
Eventually, I headed back to Gaya, where I tried a non-
A/C train on my way to the holy Hindu city of Varanasi. 
The train was full of commuters, 99 percent of them men. 

I had been constantly stared at the whole trip, but this  

was rough. Imagine being in a 100-degree 
train car, surrounded by a dozen men 
staring at you unflinchingly, sometimes 
with their mouths agape, their eyes 
moving up and down.

Of course, as a Western woman 
traveling alone, I invited this. But I was 
growing outraged by men—gazing at me 
intrusively, arguing with me about where 
I wanted to go or what I could afford, re-
fusing to accept “no” and chuckling when 
I bargained. 

Then again, I did meet several very 
nice fellows during my trip. Their well-
mannered sexism even brought some 
benefits: They helped me navigate an 
overrun train platform, and intervened 
when I was swarmed by beggars. 

I was gradually discovering the ecosys-
tem of the gender jungle. Indian men are 
curious and ubiquitous. They are work-
horses, scoundrels, flirts—sometimes 
genuine, sometimes genuinely kind. 

In a bizarre twist, some of these male 
chauvinists—the same men who would 
take grave offense at the mere sugges-
tion of homosexuality—walked around 
holding hands with each other.

Funny—I found myself staring at 
them. 

eNliGhteNmeNt
The 14- hour train trip from Varanasi to 
Delhi was taxing. I kept trying to ignore 
the discomfort and the playful mice at 
my feet. I slept, somehow, and when I 
woke up, I saw the backsides of a French 

couple quickly disembarking. The train 
was empty. So I dashed off too. 

It took me four more hours to realize 
that I’d left my glasses, my journal, a 
novel and an unfinished letter to my 
girlfriend in the wall pocket next to my 
seat. I consulted with local authorities, 
who all agreed that those particular 
items were, as my mom would say, “gone 
pecans.”

Not one to leave real-life symbolism 
unexamined, I took the loss of these 
personal items as a sign that I was no 
longer clinging to the gross pleasures 
of material existence. I lived the rest of 
the journey—to the awe-inspiring Taj 
Mahal and finally to the wonderful “Pink 
City” of Jaipur—more in the moment. 

There is no way to capture India. So 
I just let it seep in, and I began to see 
how the same characters who caused me 
dismay early on could be my friends.

I’ve returned to my daily life as a 
fuller person. I don’t count my blessings 
because they are countless, but I soak 
them up as I did with India, where—
seeing the sacred Bodhi tree or sharing 
a chai—being in the moment is the only 
way to live, and survive. n

KolKata: For travelers on a 
budget, the Olympus Bar is 
the perfect place to pick up a 
drink on the cheap and dance 
Saturday night away with the 
ladies. For those looking to 
splurge, Aqua: The Al Fresco 
Bar at the Park Hotel hosts 
a gay and lesbian night on 
Saturdays, too. 

MuMbai: India’s oldest 
gay spot, the Voodoo Bar is 
traveler-friendly—it’s the 
place to be on Saturday night 
and is popular with local 
queers, too. The L Lounge 
(follow them on Twitter @
TheLLounge) organizes 
parties for lesbians every 
month.

New Delhi: Pegs ‘n’ Pints is 
ideal for a midweek boogie. 
This two-story bar is a 
Tuesday night hot spot. And 
the super-trendy bi-monthly 
party Kuki is all about the 
ambience, with the bar 
decked out in butterflies  
and disco balls. 

Out and 
abOut 
in india

India has always been a place of contradiction so, despite being the birthplace of the Kama 
Sutra, the oldest book about sexual pleasure, when it comes to same-sex lovin’ the culture 
is extremely prudish. Fortunately, following the decriminalization of homosexuality in 2009, 
a thriving nightlife has sprung up, along with a national gay and lesbian magazine, Pink 
Pages (pink-pages.co.in). Here’s where to have a drink and meet the girls in India.

For advice on your 
itinerary, visit the 
International Gay 
& Lesbian Travel 
Association (iglta.
org). For listings and 
news, read India’s 
Pink Pages.  
[Rachel Shatto]
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The bodhi Tree

i learned that a 
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